Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange and Electron Capture Dissociation to Interrogate the Conformation of Gaseous Melittin Ions.
There is a need in the field of biological mass spectrometry for structural tools which can report on regional, rather than solely global, structure of gaseous protein ions. Site-specific hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange has shown promise in fulfilling this need, but requires additional method development to prove its utility. In this study, we use H/D exchange and electron capture dissociation (ECD) to probe the gaseous structure of two peptides which are α-helical in solution and which differ by a single point mutation. Global H/D exchange levels, ECD fragmentation profiles, and region specific H/D exchange profiles are compared between wild type (WT) melittin, which adopts a hinged helix conformation in solution, and a mutant P14A melittin which folds into a single helix in solution. High protection from H/D exchange by both peptides is consistent with retention of secondary structure in the gas phase (or refolding into some other compact structure). The P14A mutant melittin exhibits lower ECD fragmentation efficiency than WT melittin, suggesting that it contains more secondary structure in the gas phase, which may indicate that these peptides retain some memory of their solution-phase structures. Examination of the isotopic distributions of fragment ions derived from H/D exchange with subsequent ECD reveals that the C-terminus of these peptides adopts multiple conformations. The results reported here offer insight into the stability of alpha helices in the gas phase, and also highlight the value of combining gas-phase H/D exchange with electron capture dissociation to interrogate gaseous peptide conformation.